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Mermaid' s hideaway vault entrance

Hey, fellow captains. We had to go before we were able to get into the breast of the mermaids shelter safe. So, since we had a rowing boat, we have put all the crates and trinkets in it; and stranded it. This includes 3 captains chests, the chest of old tributes, and our flag; as well as a few random trinkets we were able to
throw out the safe door before it closed. It is stranded to the south on the island (by compass), and east/southeast of the vault, to the left of the island. If you happen to be on the same server We were on: good luck! Note: This can ONLY be used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassment, fights, or rude)
messages. So earlier today I played SOT and accidentally discovered a wall break. While exploring a bit I came across a room that you can't reach from the island or water. I was wondering if anyone else has found something similar? Youtube video Edit: After exploring the underground cave a little more I think I found a
possible entrance to the cave. The entrance is perfect with the underwater path that goes through the middle of the island! (Can't put a picture in, sorry) @xstubbo That's interesting. I would probably suggest you to help Rare investigate this and increase a support ticket with your video just there: . Cheers :) @xstubbo
Oooooooh, a fun cave exploring there! I wonder if we can get Rare to give in and tell us what secrets this cave contains, that is, if it's not just an insect??! @musicmee I was hoping it might have something to do with the mega update or possibly an abandoned project of previous updates @xstubbo I think you just found
some unfinished business going on there. Eheheh. Would this mean we will be investigating some mermaid lore in the depths of mermaid shelter in a near future? I hope so! @nunoazuldimeter Fingers Crossed! A search you took to a deep dark cave with Skellies would be so much fun. @rayzback said in Mermaid's
Hideaway: Wall breach &amp; secret room: A quest you took to a deep dark cave with Skellies would be so much fun. Maybe the new landlord they're working on?  It can drop a key as the skull fortress captains that gives you access to the cave! Although I doubt it would be a boss. something like that maybe?
@nunoazuldimeter The Mermaids Hideaway Secret Tavern? @musicmee whaaat??? I've read @Skulliah post on another thread about Crook's Hollow Wall being his new secret hideout... Now you're telling me this?! Are you hiding something from me? Don't do this to me! I demand answers!  We already have
Wanda's lore, which takes place in Wanderers Refuge where she has her own hideout. Could this have to do with a mermaid stronghold with a valuable relic of a The room seemed small, so I'm guessing it's not for an individual. Perhaps need a relic in a future update to summon a gruesome creature? Who knows,
maybe it holds the curse that resulted in the I did some tests myself. If you look from the bottom of the steps to the top left, you will see that the steps end with a standing flashlight. On the SW side of the island, next to the entrance to the fault, you can see four standing torches along the tunnel through the island. I'm
guessing that if this is a new location in the game, this will be the entrance. @one-eye-ethan said in Mermaid's Hideaway: Wall breach &amp; secret room: I did some testing myself. If you look from the bottom of the steps to the top left, you will see that the steps end with a standing flashlight. On the SW side of the
island, next to the entrance to the fault, you can see four standing torches along the tunnel through the island. I'm guessing that if this is a new location in the game, this will be the entrance. Aha, I'm also exploring the cave and around the island a little more to see if I can find anything of interest. I was about to raise the
torch, but it looks like you beat me.I've always had a naggin' feelin' that there was more island than eye meets, happy to see your intrepid explorations bared fruit! Many games harbor secrets like this, especially MMO's. Usually it's somethin' that was abandoned during development at some point, whether it served as an
early test bed for somethin', or, and I think this is the least likely, it's for some upcoming update. Maybe we'll never know, but don't let that stop you from exploring more corners of the seas. @tundra-793 said in Mermaid's Hideaway: Wall breach &amp; secret room: I've always had a naggin' feelin' that there island than
meets the eye, happy to see your intrepid explorations exposed fruit! Many games harbor secrets like this, especially MMO's. Usually it's somethin' that was abandoned during development at some point, whether it served as an early test bed for somethin', or, and I think this is the least likely, it's for some upcoming
update. Maybe we'll never know, but don't let that stop you from exploring more corners of the seas. I also thought it was just an abandoned project/test bed at first but the room before you take the stairs seems to be perfect? Correct me if I'm wrong, but from memory I don't think I've seen the stone walls that are in the
bottom room anywhere else. Also, these walls are set up in a way that it just feels good to believe it's for a future update that possibly gives us more info about the Merfolk. I would just think too much because I'm excited that I've found this little secret though!  Edit: pretty sure the walls are just your real 'ruins' walls
there are a total of eight Treasure Vaults tucked away in the Sea of Thieves. To open any of them, you need to purchase a Stone, Silver or Gold Vault Key. You see, Treasure Vaults can only be opened by their corresponding Vault Key. Vault Keys are small cut to represent various symbols found in the Sea of Thieves.
Currently, they can only be found by completing a one Wayfinder trip. The layer of key, Stone, Silver or Gold will prepare you for the amount of gold you expect in the Treasure Vault. Stone Keys will open Vaults with the least amount of treasures, while Gold Keys will open Vaults with the most. If you find a Gold variant of
a Vault Key, you can expect to open a Vault full of treasures! Depending on the symbol that represents the Vault Key, you'll know exactly which island the Treasure Vault is on. The key will also be the island in the name of the Vault Key.Below are the eight different Treasure Vault Keys: Devil's Ridge Stone/Silver/Gold
KeyUncharted Island Stone/Silver/Gold KeyCrescent Isle Stone/Silver/Gold KeyCrook's Hollow Stone/Silver/Gold KeyMermaid's S Hideaway Stone/Silver/Gold KeyKraken's Fall Stone/Silver/Gold KeyFetcher's Rest Stone/Silver/Gold KeyAshen Reaches Stone/Silver/Gold Key Locating the Treasure VaultOnce on the



Island can be tricky to find the exact location of the Treasure Vault. Even harder can be finding the lock should you put the Vault Key in that opens the vault door. Each Vault Key has an inscription that gives you an inscription that gives you an idea of the whereabouts of the Treasure Vault to which it belongs. If you're
still struggling to find the Treasure Vault, you'll find a detailed explanation of the location of each Treasure Vault and the vault key slot.If you're more of a visual pirate, we also have this handy video to take you through each Treasure Vault. Treasure Vault on Devil's Ridge (Boar Vault Key)The boar cokers in sand beneath
the vast cliff on the eastern beach of the islandThe Treasure Vault on Devil's Ridge is an easier-to-find safe. Head to the island's southeastern beach and look for the rock paintings with boar head. The lock of the Vault Key is just to the left of the cluster of boar head rock paintings. Place your Devil's Ridge Vault Key in
the slot and the Treasure Vault will open! See the location of the vault on your map: The Treasure Vault on Devil's Ridge Treasure Vault on uncharted island on N13 (Crab Vault Key)Those familiar with the underwater cave on uncharted island on N13 can easily find this Treasure Vault. Those who are unknown may find
it difficult to find. Once you're on Uncharted Island, head to the west side of it. You see a big red plant near the water. Dive underwater next to that red plant and you'll see an underwater tunnel. Enter the tunnel and follow it until you reach the surface in an underwater cave. In this cave you can see a workbench with
several crab rock paintings behind it. On the wall with the rock paintings you will find the lock of the Treasure Vault. Place your Vault Key there and the Treasure Vault will open. See the location of the vault on your map: The Treasure Vault at N13 Treasure Vault on Crescent Isle (Moon Vault Key)The shines bright in the
large cave of the islandThis treasure vault can be found on Crescent Isle in the northern cave in the middle the island. To get there, enter the center of the island arch from the east and turn right to enter the northern cave. Walk in and quickly turn to the right again, so you're looking east now. You'll see a few rock
paintings of moons and a torch on the East Wall. Here you will find the lock for the Treasure Vault. Place your Moon Vault Key in the lock to open the vault entrance. See the location of the vault on your map: The Treasure Vault on Crescent Isle Treasure Vault at Crook's Hollow (Scarab Vault Key)The scarab hides in the
cave near the tears of the islet You'll find the Treasure Vault at Crook's Hollow in the largest of the caves on the south side of the island. Just west of the waterfall that covers the eastern exit of the southern cave is the Treasure Vault. It is located on the south side of the cave near several scarab rock paintings. If you go
south and look at the cave wall with the rock paintings, you will find the lock for the vault on the right. Place your Scarab Vault Key in the vault lock to open it. See the location of the vault on your map: The Treasure Vault on Crook's Hollow Treasure Vault at Mermaid's Hideaway (Snake Vault Key)The snake glides in
sand beneath the great arch of the islandThe treasure vault at Mermaid's Hideaway can be found on the island's northern shores. Go to the northwest side of the island under the arch. Here you will see numerous snake rock paintings to let you know that you are in the right place. Opposite the wall where the Treasure
Vault will open is where you can find the lock. You'll find it at the foot of the arch on the west side. After you find the Snake Vault Key, the safe opens. See the location of the vault on your map: The Treasure Vault at Mermaid's Hideaway Treasure Vault on Kraken's Fall (Shark Vault Key)The shark waits in lonely rocks
near two palms, beneath the large rock ridge of the island On Kraken's Fall, the Treasure Vault lies beneath the island's main arch on the northwest side of the island. Go to the north side of this arch by the bay and you'll see shark paintings nearby. While the vault entrance is near the shark rock paintings, you need to
walk a little east to some rocks nearby. These rocks have the lock for the vault on it. See the location of the vault on your map: The Treasure Vault on Kraken's Fall Treasure Vault on Fetcher's Rest (Eagle Vault Key)The eagle perches in a glowing cave near the island's central archy you'll find this Treasure Vault on
Fetcher's Rest in the caves found in the middle of the island. Northwest of the volcano will be a southern entrance to the caves. You also enter from the north side if you wish. Head on in and next to the large anchor sitting against the cave wall will be rock paintings of eagles. If the previous Treasure Vaults taught us
anything, it is that an Eagle Vault Key will eventually be used as a key to open this vault. See the location of the vault on map: The Treasure Vault on Fetcher's Rest Treasure Vault at Ashen Reaches (Sun Vault Key)The sun goes down against rocks in the northwest tunnel of the islet You will find the Treasure Vault on
Ashen Reaches on the north side of the island. Just next to the Scarecrow found at the middle level of the island will be a small tunnel entrance. Follow this tunnel down to find rock paintings of suns. On the other side of the rock paintings will be the lock. If our assumptions are correct, a Sun Vault Key will be used some
time in the future to open this Treasure Vault. See the location of the vault on your map:The Treasure Vault on Ashen Reaches Now that you know how to find your Treasure Vault, do you think you're ready to complete the time-based challenge ahead? If you want a crash course in Treasure Vaults, check out our
Treasure Vaults and Treasure Vault Puzzle guide here! This guide prepares you to take full advantage of the Treasure Vault as you race against the clock. The guide also includes the solution to the Treasure Vault puzzle. Solving the puzzle will reveal the hidden coffin of ancient tribute! Click on the image to visit the
guide! Guide!
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